To:

Doug Zenzen
Breth-Zenzen Fire Protection

From: Lainey Liotta/ Product Manager, Residential Products & Programs / Johnson Controls,
Anthony Spencer / Account Manager / Lubrizol
Lubrizol set the standard for performance and reliability of piping systems when Lubrizol
scientists and engineers began innovating chlorinated polyvinyl chloride (CPVC) technology in
1959. Since then, decades of research and development have gone into refining the CPVC
technology to provide the most trouble free and long lasting pipe and fittings available on the
market today. In addition to our world leading heat-resistant and low-combustibility
BlazeMaster resins and compounds, Lubrizol's service teams acts as a partner in building your
business by providing you and your company much needed support.
Specially engineered Blazemaster® CPVC pipe and fittings meet and exceed global
performance and manufacturing standards for residential and commercial fire sprinkler
systems, making it the most specified non-metallic option for fire suppression systems in
the world. In addition to the corrosion-resistant properties inherent in all Lubrizol CPVC
piping, Blazemaster systems are specially engineered for exceptional flame and smoke
resistance, high impact and temperature resistance, and larger internal diameter to allow
for increased flow rates and hydraulic capabilities.
Our promise to our customers and to the industry is that, with Lubrizol, you get more than a
product: you also receive access to all of the expertise and support to help you succeed. Our
team provides support on codes, installation, and training to the marketplace.
Lubrizol licenses the BlazeMaster technology to a select number of strategic partners,
including Johnson Controls, formerly Tyco Fire Protection Products. Johnson Controls
embodies the highest level of quality, performance, innovation and service consistent with
Lubrizol’s approach to the market.
Breth-Zenzen Fire Protection of St Joseph, MN is a member of Johnson Control’s Rapid
Response Contractor Network and holds the highest level affiliation - Premier Contractor.
The Rapid Response Premier Contractor Network represents the best residential sprinkler
installers in the industry. The select members of this network provide expert consultation on
fire sprinkler design and offer cost-effective installation solutions.
Utilizing a Rapid Response Premier Contractor means you are working with a leading fire
sprinkler contractor in your area. By choosing a Premier Contractor for your projects you can
be certain that your fire protection system is designed and installed by local experts utilizing
industry leading technology.
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